An Incident Response Card Game from Black Hills Information Security and Active Countermeasures that
helps you conduct information security tabletop exercises and roleplay various attack tactics, tools, and
methods.

YOU NEED:
• At least 2 people
• 1 set of Backdoors & Breaches playing cards
If a physical d20 isn’t available, we suggest
using Google’s digital dice rolling.

• 1 d20 (i.e., a 20-sided die)

ROLES:
INCIDENT MASTER

DEFENDERS
We recommend
1 to 7 players act
as Defenders.

I played D&D
in high school.

This role is assigned to the remaining players. Their
job is to reveal the attack cards before 10 turns
have elapsed.

This role should initially be assigned to the player
with the most cybersecurity knowledge. Their job is
to develop a narrative and keep gameplay moving.

GOAL:
Basically, the Incident Master creates a situation based on their attack cards and guides the gameplay. The
Defenders roll the d20 each turn to run various procedures in an attempt to reveal the situation. If the
Defenders reveal the entirety of the situation within 10 turns, they win. If not, they lose.

SET UP:

(YELLOW)

(RED)

(PURPLE)

(BROWN)

Without revealing their cards, the Incident Master
draws 1 card each from the INITIAL COMPROMISE,
PIVOT and ESCALATE, PERSISTENCE, and C2 and
EXFIL decks. These are the attack cards.

Created by:

INJECTS

PROCEDURES
Created by:

Created by:

C2 and EXFIL

PERSISTENCE
Created by:

PIVOT and ESCALATE

Created by:

Created by:

INITIAL COMPROMISE

Shuffle each deck (as designated by name and color) INDIVIDUALLY. Don’t shuffle the WHOLE deck together!

(BLUE)

(GREY)

INCIDENT MASTER EXAMPLE:
PHISH

MALICIOUS SERVICE/JUST
MALWARE

The attackers send a malicious email targeting
users. Because users are super easy to attack.
Feel free to add a narrative of a CEO getting
phished. Or maybe the Help Desk!

DETECTION
Firewall Log Review
Endpoint Security Protection Analysis

WEAPONIZING ACTIVE
DIRECTORY
The attackers map trust relationships and
user/group privileges in your Active Directory
Network.

The attackers add a service that starts every
time the system starts.

SIEM Log Analysis
User and Entity Behavior Analytics
Internal Segmentation

evilginx
GoPhish
CredSniper

TOOLS

https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/how-to-phish-for-g
eniuses
https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/offensive-spf-how-t
o-

The attackers route traffic through third-party
services. Many services, like Gmail, are ignored
completely by many security tools.

Endpoint Security Protection Analysis
Endpoint Analysis

DETECTION

TOOLS

GMAIL, TUMBLR, SALESFORCE,
TWITTER AS C2

DETECTION

TOOLS

DETECTION

Metasploit Persistence
autoruns.exe
msconfig.exe
SILENTTRINITY

NetFlow, Zeek/Bro, RITA Analysis

TOOLS
Gcat
Sneaky Creeper

BloodHound
DeathStar
CrackMapExec
https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound
https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/DeathStar

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/CrackMapExec

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/gcat

https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/webcast-wea
ponizing-active-directory

As a collective, the Defenders are randomly dealt 4
PROCEDURES cards, and these are laid out face up on
the playing surface. These represent the written
procedures in your organization. The Defenders are also
given the remaining PROCEDURES cards, which are laid
out face up in a row separated from the initial 4.

https://github.com/DakotaNelson/sneaky-creeper

4 randomly
drawn written
procedures

DEFENDER EXAMPLE:

+3

NETFLOW, ZEEK/BRO, REAL INTELLIGENCE
THREAT ANALYTICS (RITA) ANALYSIS
Does your organization capture and review
network traffic? Good! Do you know how to parse
and review it? Is that process documented? Or,
do you just run Zeek/Security Onion/ELK because
the cool kids are doing it?

SECURITY INFORMATION AND EVENT
MANAGEMENT (SIEM) LOG ANALYSIS

FIREWALL LOG REVIEW
Can your organization analyze and understand
firewall logs? Do you regularly emulate attack
scenarios and verify that your procedures work?

TOOLS
Real Intelligence Threat Analytics (RITA)
Security Onion
AI-Hunter

TOOLS

Yeah... good luck with this one. Are you logging
the right things? Do you regularly emulate attack
scenarios to see if you can detect them?

TOOLS

SERVER ANALYSIS
The ability to baseline a system and verify that it
is operating in a normal state. By the way, this is
more than simply running Task Manager and
looking for evil_backdoor.exe.

SOF-ELK
JPCert Tools Analysis

TOOLS

SOF-ELK

DeepBlueCLI
SANS Analysis Cheat Sheets

https://www.activecountermeasures.com/free-tools/rita
https://github.com/philhagen/sof-elk

https://securityonion.net

https://jpcertcc.github.io/ToolAnalysisResultSheet

https://www.activecountermeasures.com

https://github.com/philhagen/sof-elk

Players will notice example tools and
instructional blog posts are listed on
each card. These are to help players
learn about/practice any procedures
and attacks they are unfamiliar with.

https://github.com/sans-blue-team/DeepBlueCLI

INTERNAL SEGMENTATION
ENDPOINT SECURITY
USER AND ENTITY BEHAVIOR
ENDPOINT ANALYSIS

ISOLATION CRISIS MANAGEMENT

PROTECTION ANALYSIS
ANALYTICS (UEBA)
Turn on your host-based firewalls. Segment
This is where the defenders use Your
theirNetwork
SANS IR Team is on their game.
Your They
Legalcan
and Management Teams have
organizational
units. Treat
the internal
CheatUEBA
Sheets
to detect attacks on
easily
workstations.
isolate infected systems to
procedures
prevent for effectively and ethically notifying
It's like
logging, but it actually works.
looks
We know, you have AV. Great! Dodifferent
you actually
get
network
as hostile, because it is.for multiple concurrent logins, impossible
Time to bring
in the Help Desk... and
further
pray.harm.
impacted victims of compromises.
logins
alerts and logs? Do you immediately
review
based on geography, unusual file access,
them? Or, do you simply turn it on and walk away
passwords sprays, and more!
while the network explodes like you're in a bad
NOTES
action movie?
TOOLS
TOOLS
TOOLS This counteracts the "Data Uploaded to
netsh advfirewall
Pastebin" Inject Card.
TOOLS DeepBlueCLI
Switch and Router Commands
Windows
Defender
Firewall
TOOLS
SANS IR Cheat Sheets
LogonTracer
iptables
TOOLS
Check with your vendor, they miss you
and always want to chat.
This almost never happens. But, a good
notification strategy will really help deal with the
political fallout.

Remaining
cards
(no bonus)

https://github.com/sans-blue-team/DeepBlueCLI
https://github.com/JPCERTCC/LogonTracer

GAMEPLAY:

Now that everyone has their cards...

1st, the Incident Master must construct a narrative surrounding their attack cards. This narrative should

give the Defenders enough context to start investigating without revealing any of the attack cards.
The initial narrative provided to the Defenders should be primarily
based on the description of the INITIAL COMPROMISE card.

PHISH
The attackers send a malicious email targeting
users. Because users are super easy to attack.
Feel free to add a narrative of a CEO getting
phished. Or maybe the Help Desk!

DETECTION

MALICIOUS SERVICE/JUST
MALWARE

GMAIL, TUMBLR, SALESFORCE,
TWITTER AS C2

The attackers add a service that starts every
time the system starts.

The attackers route traffic through third-party
services. Many services, like Gmail, are ignored
completely by many security tools.

WEAPONIZING ACTIVE
DIRECTORY

Firewall Log Review
Endpoint Security Protection Analysis

The attackers map trust relationships and
user/group privileges in your Active Directory
Network.

TOOLS

DETECTION

DETECTION

evilginx
GoPhish
CredSniper

DETECTION

Endpoint Security Protection Analysis
Endpoint Analysis

SIEM Log Analysis
User and Entity Behavior Analytics
Internal Segmentation

NetFlow, Zeek/Bro, RITA Analysis

TOOLS

TOOLS

TOOLS

Metasploit Persistence
autoruns.exe
msconfig.exe
SILENTTRINITY

BloodHound
DeathStar
CrackMapExec

https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/how-to-phish-for-g
eniuses

https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound

https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/offensive-spf-how-t
o-

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/CrackMapExec

Gcat
Sneaky Creeper

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/DeathStar
https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/webcast-wea
ponizing-active-directory

How the attackers
enter the organization.

How the attackers
gain privileges once
inside the organization.

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/gcat
https://github.com/DakotaNelson/sneaky-creeper

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY

How the attackers
communicate with the
organization from the
outside.

How the attackers
are able to re-enter
the organization.

EXAMPLE:
Perhaps Dahlia starts noticing strange pop-ups on her computer
after downloading new software, or maybe Xavier receives a
notification from his Anti-Virus program.

2nd,

the Defenders will select a PROCEDURES card they
decide is logical based on the narrative given by the Incident
Master. To determine success, they will roll their d20. A
successful roll is between 11 and 20. An unsuccessful roll is
between 1 and 10.
NETFLOW, ZEEK/BRO, REAL INTELLIGENCE
THREAT ANALYTICS (RITA) ANALYSIS

SECURITY INFORMATION AND EVENT
MANAGEMENT (SIEM) LOG ANALYSIS

Does your organization capture and review
network traffic? Good! Do you know how to parse
and review it? Is that process documented? Or,
do you just run Zeek/Security Onion/ELK because
the cool kids are doing it?

Yeah... good luck with this one. Are you logging
the right things? Do you regularly emulate attack
scenarios to see if you can detect them?

FIREWALL LOG REVIEW

SERVER ANALYSIS

TOOLS

TOOLS
Can your organization analyze and understand
SOF-ELK
Real Intelligence Threat Analytics (RITA) firewall logs? Do you regularly emulate attack
scenarios and verify that your proceduresJPCert
work? Tools Analysis
Security Onion
AI-Hunter

The ability to baseline a system and verify that it
is operating in a normal state. By the way, this is
more than simply running Task Manager and
looking for evil_backdoor.exe.

TOOLS

TOOLS

SOF-ELK

DeepBlueCLI
SANS Analysis Cheat Sheets

https://www.activecountermeasures.com/free-tools/rita
https://securityonion.net
https://github.com/philhagen/sof-elk

https://www.activecountermeasures.com

+3

https://jpcertcc.github.io/ToolAnalysisResultSheet

https://github.com/sans-blue-team/DeepBlueCLI

https://github.com/philhagen/sof-elk

INTERNAL SEGMENTATION
ENDPOINT SECURITY
USER AND ENTITY BEHAVIOR
ENDPOINT ANALYSIS

ISOLATION

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

PROTECTION ANALYSIS
Turn on your host-based firewalls. SegmentANALYTICS (UEBA)
This is where the defenders use their
YourSANS
Network
IR Team is on their game.
YourThey
Legal
canand Management Teams have
different
organizational
units. Treat
Cheat
Sheets
workstations.
isolate infected systems to procedures
prevent for effectively and ethically notifying
It'sthe
likeinternal
logging, but it actually works.
UEBA
looksto detect attacks oneasily
We know, you have AV. Great! Do you
actually
get
network
Time to bring
further
pray. harm.
impacted victims of compromises.
loginsin the Help Desk... and
alerts and logs? Do you immediately
reviewas hostile, because it is. for multiple concurrent logins, impossible
based on geography, unusual file access,
them? Or, do you simply turn it on and walk away
passwords sprays, and more!
while the network explodes like you're in a bad
NOTES
action movie?
TOOLS
TOOLS
TOOLS This counteracts the "Data Uploaded to
netsh advfirewall
Pastebin" Inject Card.
TOOLS DeepBlueCLI
Switch and Router Commands
TOOLS Windows Defender Firewall
SANS IR Cheat Sheets
LogonTracer
iptables
TOOLS
Check with your vendor, they miss you
and always want to chat.
This almost never happens. But, a good
notification strategy will really help deal with the
political fallout.

https://github.com/sans-blue-team/DeepBlueCLI
https://github.com/JPCERTCC/LogonTracer

PHISH
The attackers send a malicious email targeting
users. Because users are super easy to attack.
Feel free to add a narrative of a CEO getting
phished. Or maybe the Help Desk!

DETECTION
Firewall Log Review
Endpoint Security Protection Analysis

TOOLS

https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/how-to-phish-for-g
eniuses
https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/offensive-spf-how-t
o-

3
turn

However, if the PROCEDURES card chosen is from the initial 4
cards, it receives a +3 modifier, meaning 3 will be added to the
value of the roll.
EXAMPLE:
Even if you roll an 8 while attempting 1 of the
initial 4 PROCEDURES, the roll is still successful.

8

+ 3 = 11

If the roll is successful, the Incident Master will use the listed
detections on the front of each attack card to determine if the
Defenders detected any of the attacks. If so, the Incident
Master will reveal that card.
If more than one card COULD be detected by the procedure, the
Incident Master will choose only 1 attack card to reveal.
If the roll is successful, but the procedure does not reveal any
attack cards, the Incident Master will explain why it failed to
detect any attacks.

evilginx
GoPhish
CredSniper

1
turn

6

15

2
turn

back
in
play

EXAMPLE:
Maybe the computer was off, or the procedure
was not calibrated correctly...
If the roll is unsuccessful, the attempted PROCEDURES card
can be played again in 3 turns. (Rotate the card to keep track)
The Incident Master will still provide an explanation for failure.
Successful PROCEDURES can be played again without waiting.
This process repeats until either the Defenders have revealed all
the attack cards (in which case they win), or the Defenders use
all 10 turns without revealing all 4 attack cards (in which case
they lose).

x10

OTHER RULES:
When the Defenders roll a 1, a natural 20 (meaning without any
modifiers), or roll unsuccessfully 3 times in a row, an INJECT card
is drawn by the Incident Master and shared with the Defenders.
INJECT cards add chaos to the game and facilitate
conversation. Sometimes they reveal a card, sometimes they do
not affect the game, sometimes they end the game.

LEAD HANDLER HAS A BABY,
TAKES FMLA LEAVE
Yeah, there's always one person who pretty
much runs the whole IR process. That one
essential person. Well, now it's time for the
“Incident Master” to silence that person.

NOTES
We have to continue to be able to work
effectively without the one or two most
advanced people on the team. All of the quiet
people who were just passively listening and
hoping to not get called on now need to step up.
Now is your time. Shine!

INJECTS
Created by:

Remember, this game is a teaching tool and the rules are flexible. You can add modifiers to any PROCEDURES
card you want or add attacks and actions not included on the cards. (Perhaps your organization has a great
Network Team and you feel the Isolation card deserves a +5 or you have a really inportant procedure not
included in the deck.) Adapt the game to best suit you.

HAVE FUN!

